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phrases such as 'cervical diskogenic syndrome' do appear. The clarity
of the text of the clinical section, allied to the excellent illustrations,
make this book of interest to the general practitioner.

Principles of medical statistics. Eighth edition. AusmN BRADFORD HILL,
C.B.E., D.SC., Ph.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S. London. The Lancet Ltd. 1966.
Pp. ix + 381. Price 15s.

The first edition of this book, based on a series of articles for The Lancet
in 1936, probably did more than any other publication up to that time
to bring statistical method into medicine. The author achieved this by
reducing his message to the simplest of terms without sacrificing anything
in terms of scientific accuracy and comprehensiveness. In the words of
the editor in the preface to that first edition, " This consideration for
those who are not mathematically minded has resulted in an exceptionally
clear exposition of a difficult subject'". Thirty years and seven editions
later, this still stands. In particular the eighth edition deals in detail with
the statistical background to clinical trials and the ethical implications
of such trials. There is also an additional section on the research methods
appropriate to the elucidation of the environmental features associated
with chronic diseases with the object of determining factors in their
aetiology. This difficult problem is disarmingly summarized as " the
difficult problem of distinguishing causation from association ". It is of
interest that the author uses as his definition of statistical method,
"methods specially adapted to the elucidation of quantitative data
affected by a multiplicity of causes ". The art of medicine can be defined
in the same terms but replacing " quantitative " with " non-quantitative ".
Effective clinical problem solving demands the application of the art and
the science of medicine but this book makes it clear that to ignore the
quantitative approach when it is applicable is to practise inadequate
medicine.

This book can be read not only by those who need a comprehensive
textbook of clinical research methods but by all those who wish to practise
scientific medicine. Only by a clear understanding, for example, of what
constitutes a good clinical trial can practitioners steer their way through
the jungle of new drugs with their high pressure sales publicity. Only by
strong feed-back to the manufacturers based on discrimination by the
prescribers will the present unsatisfactory system of drug marketing
improve.

This is a book which should be prescribed reading for all practitioners
of medicine. Like all the best books, it creates its own interest as it goes
along and has the ultimate merit of being interesting, stimulating, informa-
tive, comprehensive, humorous when this is appropriate, tied to the
practicalities of life (in this case clinical medicine) wherever possible and
yet maintaining the highest scientific standards at all times. In short, it
is one of the handful of basic medical textbooks which can read as a book
in its own right,


